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THE 1971-1972 EVALUATION REPORT. OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT WILL
ATTEMPT TO RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWINGQUEST1ONS:

1. WERE THERE SIGNIFICANT CflANtES IN CHILDREN'S
ACHIEVEMENT AT THE END OF PPOJECT PARTICIPATION?

2. .ARE THERE EVIDENT.DIFFERENCES IN GROUPS TESTED
OVER AN EIGHTH-MONTfl ANT) OVER A FIVE-MONTH PERIOD?

. WHAT ARE THE IMPRESSIONS OF PROJECT STAFF?



MLR DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

. INTRODUCTION

The Title I Child Development'Project is a comprehensive

change-oriented social-educational program designed to intervene

meaningfully into the lives of, 'poor' preschool children and their

families. Its intent is to improve their educational, social, and

health potentials, which would enable them to enter formal school

system beUel prepared than they would have been otherwise.

A. Needs and Rationale

The need for early. .educational intervention into the

lives of disadvantaged children has been well documented. The

impadt of cognitive and-language development during the first

five yeals of life on later personalityand intellect has been

supported by recent studies (Bloom, 1964) citing the crucial'

importance of early environment in the development of thechild.

While these years represent a critical period for all children;

they are particularly critical for children from areas of

economic and social deprivation where experiences are restricted

and development is likely to be retarded.

The Title I 1971-1972 Child Development Project repre-

sents continuing local efforts to provide a comprehensive program

of education and supplementary social services for preschool

children from backgfaiands of poverty. The concept of the Project

calls fci- drawing skills from the professioual, the family and

the community which will make a meaningful contribution to the



total development of the child. The Project draws heavily on the

professional skills of persons in education, medical, dental,

psychology,' social work, and speech therapy services. It recog-

nizes the family as basic to the child's total development and

the crit2cal role of parents to participate in the educational

experience of their children at kindergarten.

The goal of the Title I Child Development 'Project con-

tinned tc help preschool children acquire basic learning skills

necessary for formal school experiences through the provision of

enriched and stimulating experiences in preschool classes. The

Project continued to have the same unique Project components

initiated seven years ago including the addition of a teacher

assistant .per classroom, integration of comprehensive supportive

services into the total program of instruction, maximal parent

involvement, use of college male students and auxiliary staff to

--assist in the classroom under teacher's direction. The imple-

mentation of Toy Lending LibraryCenters in two centers repre-

sented a new component during this year

The focus on staff development initiated during the

1970-1971 school year was continued. A series of staff develop-

ment sessions for the teaching staff, supportive services and

auxiliary staff were carried out during the 1971-1972 school year

to accomplish the following objectives:

To increase staff awareness of the learning
processes.

To increase staff competencies in enhancing the
learning-potentials of pupils.
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mentation:

. To assist staff become more cognizant of the
contribution of their respective roles to the
total learning process. .

The product objectives are as follows:

1. Project participant's will evidence higher level
of readiness skills at the end of the year as
compared to observed performance at entry.

2. Children with parents making greater use of the
Toy Lending.Libraries will evidence higher
gains in readiness skills than those whose par-
ents make lesier use of these facilities.

3. Children will show higher, self-esteem, based on
teachers' ratings at entry and at the end of the
school year.

4. Teachers will evidence the following behaviors
during the 1971-1972 school year:

Teachers will evidence greater under-
standing of the mental, emotional, social,
and physical development of the child at
the end of the year.

Teachers will become more aware and sensi-
tive to the relevance of self-evaluative
devices and techniques in raising their
level of competence.

Teachers will evidence greater under-
standing of the contributions of auxiliary
staff to their role as classroom teachers.

The following process objectives guided Project imple

. Approximately thirty (30) in-service meetings
will be scheduled for teachers and teacher
assistants to increase their effectiveness in
the classroom.

2. Toy Lending Library Centers will be established
in five designated Child Development Centers to
encourage parents to borrow instructional
materials for their children.
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3. A teacher assistant will he assigned to each
classroom to assist the teacher in management,
clerical, and instructional activities.

4. College male students will he assigned per
classroom to serve as male models and to
assist the classroom teacher.

5. Parents' support and involvement in the school
experiences of children will he encouraged and
reinforced by the teacher-social worker team
through such activities as periodic classroom
visitation, volunteering in the classroom,
classroom conferences, workshops, etc.

6. Health, maintenance, and nutritional needs of
children will he strengthened through periodic
meetings with supportive service personnel sdch
as the nurses, dental hygienists, social service
staff and their assistants.

B. Historical Background'

The Title I-Child Development Project was an outgrowth

of the original Head Start Pro'gram created in February 1965 under

the Office of Economic Opportunity Act of 1965. The original

program was implemented in five Centers and served a total of 140

preschool children. During the 1965-1966 school year, the 0E0-

funded Head Start-Pro-gram was expanded to 12 Centers'and served

approximately. 400 children.

The Head Start Program operated under 0E0-funding until

February 1966 when it was transferred to Title I. The Project

was renamed as Child Development Project, but the name was re-

tained for the summer 0E0-funded preschool program. Approxi-

mately 1,700 children were served by the Project during the 1966-
_ .

1967 school year, as Centers were expanded froM 12 to 37. Mean-

1 Refer to Appendix A for list of Child Development Centers
from 1965 through the' 1971-1972 school year.
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while, Head Start Programs under 0E0-ftnding continued to operate

during th six-week summer program until its termination in

August 1969:

During the 1967-1968 school year, the Project was ex-
')

panded from 37 to 39 Centers with approximately 1,500 children

receiving services. This represented the first year when serv-

ices were provided to participants for the full school year.

Services in the previous years were lirited only to a semester or

19 weeks as children served in the fiv,t semester were not served

in the second semester.

The following year the Project was expanded from 39 to

40 Child Development Centers with approximately 1,774 particir

pants receiving. services. During the 970-1971 school year the

Project was expanded from 40 to 43 Centers, with approximately

1,887 children receiving services. The operating 43 Centers

increased to 45 Centers during the 1971-1972 school year.

Findings from evaluation studies of the Project for

the last six years are summarized below:

Project participants showed significantly
higher level of basic readiness and social
competency skills at the end of the year as
compared to level of performance at the
beginning of the year

At entry to kindergarten, Project partici.-
pants evidenced higher level of readiness
skills than did children with no comparable
preschool experiences:

At the end of kinderlartem, Project, partici-
pants continued to show higher level of per-
formance than did children with no comparable
experiences but differences between the two
groups began to diminish.



'Project participants continued to show higher
attendance than did children with no compar-
able preschool experiences at the lower pri-
mary 'grades.

C. Summary of Operations

---

The Child Development Project served approximately.

1,887 children in 45 Centers. Average daily membership was

estimated at 1,670 pupils. The total expenditure was $1,176,711

or $705 per child.I Comparison of the Project's per-pupil

expenditure with similar projects. under Title I or Disadvantaged

Pupil Program' Fund funding indicated the followinm

. Project expenditure per pupil represented only
46% of the Pre-Primary Project for Special
Education Children per-pupil expenditure.

Project expenditure per pupil represented
approximately 26% higher than the Kinder-
garten Enrichment Project per-pupil expendi-
ture. 2

1
Expenditure per pupil based on average daily membership of

1,670 participants.

2
Rased on cstimated $521.00 educational cost per-pupil repre-

senting both Disadvantaged Pupil Program Fund and general funds.



II. HIGHLIGIITS OP FINDINGS

A. Summary of Key Findirigs

The 1971-1972 Child Developnent-Project contin d to he

generally .effective in helping children acquire basic learning and

readiness skills. The following key, indingS were noted:

1. Participants evidenced significantly higher level
of readiness skills (p(.01) at the end of the
school year as compared to performance at Project
entry (Table A) regardless of whether time span
between test-retest administration was P; 1/2
months (Group I) or 4 months (Group II), based on
performance on Test of Basic Experiences (TUBE).

TABLE A.

CORRELATED tTESTS FOR PRE-POST DIFFERENCES
IN MEWSTANDARD SCORES BY GROUP

Group I Group II,

TORE October. May January May
SubteSt 1971 1972 t 1972 1972

General Concepts 42.00 56.30 7.53* 47.53 61.40 13.06*

Language 42.27 56.59 10.21* 46.51 58.62 12.97*

Mathematics 42.15 54.'85 7.94%k 45.08 58.36 13.13*

* p(.01

2. Mean gains fof the three measures were generally
comparable for both Groups (1 and II) .as noted
below:

Subtest Group I Group II

General Concepts' 14.30 13.R7
Language 14.32 12.11
Mathematics 12.70 13.2R

This finding indicated attainment of the following

product objective: Project participants will evidence

significantly higher level of readiness skills at the
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end of the year as compared to observed amfzrunce at

entry. However, it could not be ascertained whether the

obServed gains are solely a function of Project parti-

cipation or.maturation, in view of the absence of a

control group.

3,. Growth in readiness skills appeared to he con-
sistently greater among children whose parents
made 'more frequent''use (Group X) of the Toy
Lending .Libraries as:comOared to those whose.'

.

parents made:'less'.frequent'.(Group Y) use of.
these facilities-.(TableA)-

TABLE B

MEAN STANDARD SCORES OVER A FOURMONTH PERIOD
BY SUBTEST

Group X* GroUp Y*
111.

Test of Basic. 'January . .May Januaty, May
Experiences 1972 1972 Gain 1972 1972 Gain

General Concepts 47.25 \ 62.05 14.80 47.81 60.75 12.94

Language 45.30 58.43 13.13 47.72 58.81 11.09

Mathematics 45.00 58.34 13.34 45.16 58.38 13.22

* 'More frequent' criteria based on average visie'of eight or more for
Group X parents. 'Less frequent' criteria based on visits of seven
or less for Croup Y parents.

This finding.indicated atiainment.of the second

product objoctive: Children with parents. making greater

use ofAhe Toy. Lending Libraries will

gains in readiness skills than those whose parents make

lesser use of these facilities

evidence higher



. Participants evidenced significantly higher self-
concept ratings (pc.01) at the end of the school
year as-compared to ratings at entry, regardless
of whether time span was 8 1/2 months (Group I)
or 4 months (Group II), based on teachers' rat-
ings on a five point self-concept scale.

Group I Group II
10/71 5/72 Z 1/72 5/72

Self-
Concept 3.11 3.70,.5.00 3.38 3.84 6.38
Rating

This finding indicated attainment of the third

product objective: Children will show higher self-

esteem, based on teachers' rttings at entry and at the

end of the school year.. Howevei, in the absence: of a,

-control group with which, to. .-compare gains, one could

not ascertain whether these gains are within_or_below.

expectancy.

5. Comparison of two classes within Groups I and TI,
on readiness and self-concept measures, indicated
differences were hip.hly significant (Table C).

TABLE C

SUMARY- OF MULTIVARIATE F-VALUES T:01 COMPARISONS.
OF INDIVIDUAL PAIRS OF TEACHERS RASED ON

FOUR DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Teadher 11'eacher.Holding. MultivaritLte

ComparisonS- . Advantage P-Value

55.22

pc.0001



Failure of this report to include some description

of the classroom processeswhich may in part explain

ffir the marked variability in classroom performance

represents a major weakness of this report. An objec-

tive systematic assessment of the classroom processes

would have identified those component or components

which could be specifically related to children's per-

formance. Any information which could fie obtained

through classroom observations describing transactions

between children, between children and adults, would no

doubt maximize the likelihood of abstracting those sig-

nificant dimensions of behavior, (such as performance

in readiness measures) affected by events occurring

within the classroom. The development and inclusion

of a systematic classroom observation device in future

assessment of this Project is strongly recommended.

6. Project participants received comprehensive suppor-
tive services during the school year, based on the
following recorded data

Approximately 1,675 children (unduplicated
count) received a variety of medical-dental
services ranging from general physical ex-
aminations to referrals to other community
health agencies.

Approximately 265 children received psycho-
logical services ranging from consultation
with teachers of referred youngsters to
psychological evaluation.

Approximately 225 children received social
work services.



. Approximately BO to 9n participants benefitted
from Toy Library Centers at Giddings and Dike,
which enabled parents to borrow books and
materials for their children.

. Opportunities were created for parents of par-
ticipants to get involved with the educational
experiences of their children by developing
parent programs revolving around their interests,
and through parent's participation in the city-
wide Parents' Advisory Committee activities.

These recorded services, ..111 doubt, help prepare

these youngsters to meet the challenge of formal school

experiences. These youngsters have had medical-dental

checkups, psychological evaluations and social work

contacts, their parents could not have afforded on

their own. Parents'personal contacts with the school,

as well as the comprehensive supportive services made

available may have alleviated some possible impediments

to learning.

7. Teachers' questionnaire responses indicated in-
creasingly greater awareness of the child's unique
needs and of the importance[Of contributions of
the auxiliary staff to her role as a classroom
teacher. 'The following key points were noted:'

Nine out of every ten teacher respondents
indicated some modifications in their
teaching style through more frequent
efforts at the priviloge of individualized
instruction.

Individualized instruction was provided
through more effective utilization of the
skills of supportive service and auxiliary
staff, more creative use of materials and
use of the classroom 'learning centers.'

Greater understanding of the child's needs
was indicated through greater awareness of
the value of diagnosis and responding educa-
tionally to diagnosed need.



These findings indicated attainment of the following

product objective: Teachers will evidence greater

understanding of the total development of the child as

well as the importance of the contribution of the

auxiliary staff to their roJe as classroom teachers.

8. Assessment of sustained value of Project participa-
tion at kindergarten through fourth grade indicated
varying findings from grade to grade and from sub-
test to subtest (Table D).

TABLE D

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS IN FOLLOW-UP STUDIES OF ACHIEVEMENT
AND ATTENDANCE .(KINDERGARTEN THROUGH FOURTH GRADE):

NO PRESCHOOL VS. PRESCHOOL 1
Dependent Variable Grade

Number
Title I
Schools.

Group Holding
Advantage

Metropolitan Readiness Tests (MRT)
MRT Word Meaning
MRT Listening, Matching, Alphabet,
Numbers, and Copying
Stanford Early School Achievement,
Attendance

Kin-
der
gar-
ten

2 No Preschool
No Difference

No Difference

Stanford I: Reading-Math, Attendance
Gates-MacGinitie Reading, Attendance

1

1

3

17

No Difference
No Difference

Stanford II: Reading, Attendance
Stanford II: Computations .

Stanford II: Concepts

2 2 No Difference
No Preschool
With Preschool

Stanford II: Reading-Math, Attendance 3 No Difference

Comprehensive Test of. Basic Skills
(CTBS): Reading-Math

No Difference



These findings would appear.to raise questions

about the durability of the immediate visible positive

effects of Project participation. The readei is cau-

tioned to refrain from this type of oversimplification.

The most obvious problems associated with this type of

assessment are obvious: Assessment of sustained value

of Project participation can be studied with precision

only when there is some control over the influence-of

the intervening period so as to provide assurances that

differences in the designated criteria may be attributed

to participation in this particular Project. Preschool

experience is not unitary as it interacts with a variety

of school and non - school. experiences. The more remote

the experience is, the more difficult it becomes to

attribute anything to such experience as they become

compounded by other variables.

9. Assessment of unique Project components by the
teachers based on questionnaire responses, indicated
that the addition of a teacher assistant per class-
room represented the most effective component.
Components like parent involvement and availa-
bility of psychological services were described
by teachers as follows:

Difficulty in maintaining a sustained level
of parent involvement throughout the school
year represented a problem. Parent activities
appeared to peak between September to December,
and then began to dec?ine.

Dissatisfaction with psychological services
appeared to stem primarily from a shortage
of psychologists who could pawide immediate
service, rather than from quality of available
psychological services.



B. Implications and Recommendations

The Title I Child Development Project continued to be

effective in 'providing a comprehensive program of education and

supplementary social services to preschool children coming from a

poverty background. Project participants demonstrated significant

growth in readiness skills at the end of the school year Fur

thermore, a record number of participants received comprehensive

supportive social services that they would not have received

without participation in this particular Project.

The most positive argument for Project participation is

that it helps prepare children to meet the challenge of formal

school experiences. It makes the transition from the home to the

school less traumatic, as children are gradually helped to adjust

to the classroom situation. The value of this Project, in terms

of its impact on parents and neighborhood residents, is worth

noting also. Its concept of employing neighborhood residents and

parents as paid auxiliary staff, and its influence on parents in

helping them to become effective partners of the school in the

educational eiperience of their children, no doubt, represented

equally valuable ProjeCt contributions although they were not

measurable:

Need for Objective Assessment of Classroom Objective

Variables Although gains in readiness skills and self-concept

measures were significant (p(.01) over time, the absence of con-

trols continues to be a nagging question. Could these_gains_have
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occurred anyway, without the experience provided by the Project?

Could one ascribe growth to maturation as most researchers had

speculated?

The evidence of marked variability in performance be-

tween classrooms (or Centers or teachers) further complicates the

issue. Failure to include a description of classroom processes

and its obvious focus on significant pre-post change, no doubt,

represents a major shortcoming of this report.

Changes in readiness skills and self-concept represents

only two of numerous changes resulting from participation in a

Project like Title I Child Development. Change could range from

readiness and self-concept, for example, to language comprehen-

sion, curiosity, mastery of materials, attitude toward school and

relatedness to peers, dramatic change in parent attitude, to men-

tion a few. Whichever cb:,ge is being measured represents only a

fragment of possible effects produced by participation in Title I

Child Development Project.

The need to shift the evaluation strategy should be

strongly considered. Assessment of pre-post change especially in

the absence of controls, leaves much to he desired. Assessment

efforts Must include looking at process variables in the class-

room as well as looking at change in pupil behavior. Systematic

monitoring of the pror:ess variables within a classroom and relat-

ing such information to a criterion (such as readiness or self-

concept growth) will lend comprehensiveness to evaluation

efforts. An assessment of the degree of implementation of the
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open classroom approach, for example,.could he a good start. How

often are the learning centers actually utilized? Are gains in

the designated criterion a function' of differences in degree of

implementation and application of the responsive open classroom

approach? Would the more flexible, more 'opens approach of teach-

ing style he more conducive to the development of curiosity and

divergent thinking of participants, as its proponents had hypo-

thesized?

The development of a systematic classroom observation

device to monitor process variables within a classroom could not

be overstated. Such a devise would provide tangible objective

data on transacions occurring between children,hetween children

and adults, and for that matter, between adults also. Such in-

formatior, would maximize the probabilities of abstracting those

significant dimensions of behavior affected by identifiable

classroom events.

Survey of Staff-on Project Components: Staff's posi-

tive reactions about the contributions of the supportive services

as well as skills of-auxiliary staff to the instructional compo

nent suggest a balanced program of instruction and supportive

services. Over the years of Project operation, there appeared

to have been increasing rapport and respect between the different

professions involved, with increased hnderstanding of roles and

contributions.

The comprehensive suple-rtive services made available

to participants would not have been at all possible, without
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Title I Cnild Development Project. The costs would he too prohi-

bitive for the parents, who may not even have understanding at

the importance of such_services at this critical age.. Opportu-

nities for parents -staff contacts and the delivery of medical-

dental, psychological-social work-speech therapy services, may

have some positive effects on the participants, in terms of

alleviating some possible impediments to learning.

Recommendations; The following recommendations are

offered:

1. The Title I Child DevelopmentProject should be
continued.

Focus on staff growth and develOpMent through
in-service mcetings and workshops, should he
continued.

3. The Project should consider the use of an objec-
tive systematic classroom schedule
to monitor what is going on in the classroom. Such
devices could be. locally developed using variables
considered important by the Project, using.either
personal observers who may he Project staff or non-,
staff members, or using video-tape equipment which
could'be observed by three to four observers at
certain periods of the'year.

4. Teachers'requests for continuing work with
teacher consultants along. the following designated_
areas should he noted: implementation and use of
learning .centers, assistance in the use of new
techniques and new materials, assistance in lesson
planning, assistance. in developing instructional
strategy for the above-average and the below-

.

average.



III. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Child Development Project se:ved a total of 1,887

children who attended 90 classes at 45 Chi ?d Development Centers.

The Project operated two sessions daily, a morning and an afternoon

session. The morning Session was held from 9:00 A.M. to 11:30 A.M.;

the afternoon session was held from 1:30 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. Children

attended either one of these two sessions For four days weekly, Tues-

day through Friday.. Thit remaining day was devoted to staff develop-

ment and parent involvement activities.

The major emphasis during the 1971-1972 school year con-

tinued to focus on staff development throulh in-service workshops.

Other unique Project components continued to include the following:

. Addition of one teacher assiscant per classroom.

Use of college male students in the classrooM.

Addition of instructional supplies and equipment.

Maximal and meaningful parent participation.

Comprehensivessupportive services.

. Use of Teacher Consultants.

A. Participant Characteristics

Participants evidenced the following characteristics:
1

Mean chronological age of 63 months (5 years. and
3 months) at the end of theschool year.

. Participants were functioning below expectancy
in readiness skills, based on performance on
Test of Basic Experiences.

1
Based on evaluation sample.
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. Majority of participants were immature in
their social skills.

. Majority of participants suffered. from nutri.
tiona4 medical, and dental deficiencies.

Majority of participants were coming from
families considered to be 'poor,' based on
guidelines established by the Office of
Economic Opportunity.

Project Operations

The program of instruction focused on the development

of the three domains - cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

Chart I presents a broad outline on tochniques or program acti
.

vities utilized.to enhance the development of these areas.

Opportunities for enhancing !elf-concept and developing

language communication skills were integrated into,the total pro-

gram. For example, in an effort to improve child's concept of

one's self, participants were involved in structured situations

which resulted in successful personal accomplishments. Efforts

were made to develop each child's confidence in himself as a

person with individual likes and dislikes through music, art

media, rhythms, play equipment, and various materials. Stories

and verse which helped contribute to speech and vocabulary de-

velopment were utilized frequently. Children were encouraged to

retell stories and to 'play the stories" with simple costume

effects such as a hat, a wand, or animal ears. Classroom

libraries were augmented. by'neighborhood libraries. Recordings

of songs and verse were available.

To provide impetus to language development, dramatic

play was utilized as a media. Play, corresponding to daily life
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CHART I

CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES

Domain

.

Selected Examples of (objectives
and Instructional St:ategies

Developing conceptual skills:
. Naming an object, its parts or its functions
. Describing an object, its parts or its functions
. Classifying objects as members of a particular catenry
. Placing episodes of events in correct Sequence
. Remembering and relating facts about some event
. Building conservation judgment
. Establishing serial ordering
Developing language and communication skills:
. Building vocabulary.repertoire
. Using complete sentences
. Developing verhalization

> Following directions contingent cn relational-words
M . Retelling stories and verse

. Recalling, sights, sounds and experiences
,4 Developing auditory perceptions:

. Identifying common sounds to get meaning
tic , Imitating sounds and relating them to source
o . Contrasting sounds

. Following directions
Developing visual perception:
. Identifying familiar objects

Distinguishing positions in space
. Recognizing and contrasting shapes and sizes
. Describing story events
Developing tactile and olfactory perception:
. Identifying and naming color, and shades of color
. Becoming aware of texture, degrees of being soft, hard,

.smooth, rough, hot or cold
. Identifying tastes -- sweet, sour, bitter or salty

Broadening social skills:
Group participation

. Taking turns

. Sharing

. Responding to group limits

. .Responding to absence of group 3imits'
Developing and sustaining positive -elf- concept:

Generating feelings of success with all learning
Building positive'identification of. School

. Creating a realization of .individual uniqueness

. Developing confidence'in hi's ability to perform
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CHART I (CONTINUED)

CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES

Selected Examples of Objectives
and Instructional Strategies

Developing and sustaining positive attitudes about others:
. Respecting rights of others
. Relating to peers

Relating to adults

k
0

0
g

cr

Developing visual motor coordination physically:
Catching and throwing balls
Tossing bean bags

. Rolling or catching a tire or hoop

. Running, galloping, hopping, skimAng and jumping

. Bending, climbing, touching and developing eye movement
Position in space:
. Developing awareness of parts of the body

Completing partially drawn figurls
. Relating the body to other objects
Developing spacial relationships:.
. Using three dimensional objects co locate positions in

front of, on top, behind ,

. Matching patterns
Figure-ground perception:
. Discriminating objects in the room
. Distinguish objects that are different
. Sorting according to color, size and shape
Perceptual constancy:
. Finding the same size
. Finding different sizes , ,

. Finding the same shape

. Finding different shapes
. Sorting according to size and shape
Large muscle control:
. Climbing stairs and ladders
. Walking balance beam
. Stepping through hoop
. Teetering
. Dodging ball

Jumping rope
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activities, such as caring for dolls, using toy telephones,

operating and controlling both large and small wheel toys, and

building block structures, was arranged for individual children,

pairs, and small groups. Throughout all dramatic play experi-

ences, observation of the speech patterns of pupils was made in

order to plah the direction for further speech development of

individual children.

Trips geared to the child's maturity level and related

to classroom instruction were made regularly to help participants.

understand and enjoy the real world. Planning discussions before

trips were held to encourage children to talk and think about the

anticipation of things to be seen and heard. During the trip,

constant interpretation and feedback were provided by the adults.

Time was provided to allow children.co recall sights, sounds, and

experiences after each field trip.

Provision of 'learning centers' in the classroom repre-

sented the media for instruction. Each 'learning center' in the

classroom was provided with a.variety of discovery ideas, problems

to be solVed, and instructional materials which taught and ex-

. tended many concepts. Extended periods of uninterrupted time

were allowed for childien to manipulate, cope with and learn from

the activities in which. they participated. The teacher assumed

the role of facilitator of.learning, the problem poser, and the

programmer of the classroom environmental stimuli. The auxiliary

staff (teacher assistant, tutor, and volunteer) under the

teacher's direction, helped implement this unique style of in

struction.
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C. Staff Development

Approximately' 11000 hours were utilized in in-service

training, with 83 professional and 79 auxiliary (paraprofessional)

staff involved. Staff development was initiated prior to the

open/ing of-t4 school year in early September, through, the pre-

servilce orientation sessions.

Staff development centered on the provision of four

'mini-courses' in consultation with Dr, P. Safford of the Educa-

tion Department of Case-Western Reservt) Unveissity. These

courses focused on the following topic:::

. Developmental sequence and pacing of learning
at ages 4 through 6.

Recognition and diagnosis of specific instruc-
tional and psycho-social needs in individual
children.

Each mini-course consists of a two-hour workshop, and

was organized around a theme'. Each mini - course was presented as.a.

.

unit to each of four groups.of. participants. Each unit (or pack-

age) iconsisted of behavioral sequences invoJving young children

presented via videotape, which carried out major aspects of the

unit theme; some explanatory discussions, presented orally on

tape, or through mimeographed handouts; as well as suggestions

for related reading..

The theme of the mini-courses was as follows:

. Discovering (questioning, information-seeking,
problem-sensing, exploring).

Coping (playing - levels, forms, and functions;
verbalizing and mastering).
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Thinking and Learning (Concept formation,
logical thinking and pre-logic, symbolic
functioning action, thoug]lt and language).

Identifying and Becoming (self image, self
and others, identification and the teacher,
competency and self-esteem).

In addition, regular in-service workshops were scheduled

monthly for the Child Development staff in small group sessions.
..

Some of the topics discussed in these sessions included the

following:

. Role of the Psychologist.
Glaser Approach.
Parent Involvement.
Management of Children.
Use of New Materials.
Use of Music Rhythms-in the Classroom.

D. Parent Involvement

The Project continued to enlist parents' participation

in the learning experiences of the participants in different

capacities. Parent involvement occurred at the following levels:

- -At the upper echelon level, among the elected
membership of Parents' Advisory Committee. (PAC).

. At the grassroots level, among parents of
children as they participated in a variety of
activities.

Membership in the PAC is elected representatives for

each school, with two parents in the morning session and two

parents in the afternoon. These elected representatives partici-

pate in PAC meetings, and share information from these meetings

with the other parents in the school represented, as well as to

serve as consultants to the Division of Early Childhood Education.
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Approximately 185 parents from this Project served as

representatives to the city-wide Parent Advisory Committee:

An average of 40 parents attended the PAC
monthly meetings for nin:t months, with each
meeting lasting for two hours.

. An average of five to ten parent representa-
tives participated in eight planning meetings,
with each meeting lasting for 1 1/2 hours.

Approximately 538 parents were involved or
visiting 45 Centers.

To foster meaningful participation of parents in the

Project, parents were .dhcouraged to he involved in the following

activities:

. Classroom visitations.

. Conferences with staff.

. Volunteer participation.

. Participation in planning and advisory committees.

. Participation in parents' sessions at school.

. As a paid staff person.

Parents helped promote programs in the different

centers, in an effort to develop programs that had greater rele-

vance for them. Parents' programs represented a variety of

interests, ranging from craft sessions to discussions on child

development. Some of the activities utilized by the Project to

enlist more participation were as follows:

. Speakers and Discussion groups.

Federal housing authority; consumer information,
safety education, drugs, child molesters, sex
education, child growth and development, and rap
sessions.

. Workshops.

Classroom learning aides, activities, crafts,
homemaking ideas, beauty clinics, style shows.



Bus trips, community resource tours, exchange
visits between schools, combined school
activities.

SpeCial event activities.

Holiday celebration and parties, pot luck
meetings, hake sales, fulid raising activities
for specific projects.

Visual aids.

Participation in community and neighborhood
concerns (i.e proposal for a recreation
center at the King-Kennedy Estates).

E. Supportive Services

Integration of comprehensive supportive services into

the total-program represented an important Project component.

Services provided by each component are described below:

Medical Services:
Number Children

Receiving Services

Weighed and Measured 1,441
Physical Examinations 1,287
Tuberculin Testing 1,101
Vision Screening 1,967
Vision Referrals to Clinic 129
Hearing Referrals to Clinic 68

County Clinic Referrals 3

Referrals to Private Physicians RR
Hospital Out-Patient Referrals 231
Referrals to Immunization Clinics 1,675
School Immunization Program 1,038
Referrals to Well Baby Conference 253
First Aid Preschool 563

Referrals 42
Speech and Hearing 7

Free Clinic 1

Podiatry Clinic 16
Reading Class Wt..Program 17

In addition, nurses provided health information to par-

ents in meetings and children in the classroom.



Psychological: Approximately 265 children received

psychological services.

Social Work: Approximately 225 children received

social wvrk services.
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IV. EVALUATION

The 1971-1972 evaluation of the Child Development Project

was designed to-assess the immediate impact of Project participation'

over a nine-month period and to determine the long-term value of Pro-

ject partici?ation. This report will attempt to answer the following

questions:

. Were there significant changes in children's achieve-
ment at the end of Project participation?

. Are there evident differences in groups tested over
an eight-month and. over a five-month period?

. What are the impressions of Project staff?

Are there additional factors influencing achieve-
ment following Project participation?

. What is the sustained value of Project partici-
pation?

(For a detailed description of different test measures in

this evaluation study, please refer to Appendix B-1).

A. Basic Design

1. Assessment of Change Over A Nine-Month Period

Two groups of children were tested on the Test of

Basic Experiences (TOBE) General Concepts, Language, and

Mathematics subtests. The time of pre-testing differed for

the two groups, although, both were post-tested at the same

period. The two groups were tested as follows:

Group I consisted of 47. randomly selected par-
ticipants from two centers who were tested
over an eight-month period (October 1971 to
May 1972).



GroUp II consisted of g2 randomly selected par-
ticipants from two centers who were tested
over a five month period (January 1972 -May 1972).

Data were subjected to the correlated t-tests to

asses level of significance of change.

2. Asse!isment of Effects of Different Factors on
Achievement and Self-Concept Measures .

A three-factorial (Sex x Time x Teacher) multivar-

iate analysis of covariance cross-nested'design served as the

model:

Sex
. Girl
. Roy

Time
. Group I
. Group II

Teacher
. A

Group
. R

C Group II

The dependent variables included scores on these

measures administered in May 1972:

. TORE General Concepts

. TORE Language
. TORE Mathematics
. Self-Concept Rating

The independent variables included scores on the

indicated test measures obtained in October 1971 for Group I

and in January 1972 for Group II. (See list of dependent

variables). In addition, chronological age of children in the

sample at the end of the school year was utilized-as an inde-

pendent variable.
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3. Assessment of Effects of the Five independent Variables
on the Four Dependent Variables

A multiple and step-wise regression analysis were

run !..o evaluate the contribution c):' the five independent

variables to the variance of the four dependent variables.

4. Assessment of Sustained Value of.
Project Participation

Assessment of long-term value of Project participa-

tion was made by looking at the ePects of Child Development

experiences in two projects:

House Education Welfa7e,(MEW) Follow-Through
Project from kinderga,7ten through third grade,
as well as at fourth :rade 'in transition'
and seven controlschools.

. Reading Impact Project, consisting of first
grade classes located in 17 Title I schools.

Multivariate analysis of covariance 2 x 2 x 2 x 2

(Sex x Economic Status x Preschool Experience x.Treatment)

designs were_run to look at effects of preschool experiences

in these programs.

R. Presentation of Findings

Findings are briefly summarized below as follows:

Participants evidenced significant growth in
readiness skills and self-concePt, regardless
of the span of time between test administra-
tions.

Differences in gains between children tested
over a nine-month period compared to those
tested over'a five-month period were not
significant.

. 'Teacher differenceS based on classroom perform-.
ance for either group were highly. significant.
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. The best predictors of performance at the end
of the school year included scores on General
Concepts, Language, and Solf-Concept Rating
at entry.

1. Assessment of Change Over A Nine-Month Period

This discussion will attempt to respond to the

following questions: Were there significant changes in basic

readiness skills and self-concept ratings at the end of'Pro-

ject participation? Are gains made over a five-month period

comparable to those made over a nine-month period?

The Child Development Project was successful in

raising the level of readiness skills over a nine-month

period. Table 1 presents the pre-post mean standard scores

for each subtest by group. The following key findings were

noted:

. Both groups evidenced significant gains
(p.01) on the TORE. General Concepts,
Language, and Mathematics subtests.

. Four classes under Teachers A, B, C, and,
D demonstrated marked growth 01(.no on
the TORE'subtests.

Teachers' perceptions of children's self-concept,

based on their self-concept ratings also evidenced signifi-

cant positive increases (Table 2).

. Assessment of Effects of. Different Factors
on Readiness and Self - Concept. Measures

This discussion will attempt to answer the following

questions: Are main effects of. Sex, Time, and Teacher factors

significantly evident on readiness and self-concept measures?

Are there any evident significant interaction effects between

these factors?
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TABLE 2

CORRELATED t:-TESTS FOR PRE-POST MEAN RATING DIFFERENCES
ON SELF-CONCEPT RATINGS BY GROUP

Group Pre Post

Group I 3.11 3.70 5.00*
(0.86) (0.62)

A 2.66 4.00 15.10*
(0.63) (0.57)

B 3.58 3.40 0.98
(0.88) (0.53)

Group II 3.38 3.84 6.13*
(0.99) (1.02)

A 2.73 2.96 3.36*
(0.57) (0.58)

B 4.03 4.70, 5.57*
(0.88) (0.45)

*p(.01

Both groups evidenced significant
increases in.self-concept based on
teachers' perceptions.

. Three out of four classes were rated
by teachers to show growth in self-
concept.

To summarize briefly, participants made significant

gains (p(.01), regardless*of time span between test adminis-

trations and regardless of their teacher.
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Time Factor appeared to show no signifi-
cant influence on children's readiness
skills.

Teacher Factor appeared to have a signi-
ficant influence on children's readiness
skills.

. Sex appeared to have no influence on,
children's readiness skills.

. Interaction effects between these three
factors did not meet level of significance.

Time Factor: Differences in performance on the

measures between Groups 'I and II children were negligible

when post-scores adjusted for-initial scores and chronological

age were utilized in the analysis. These findings appear to

indicate comparable scores for both groups in readineis skills

and in self-concept at the end of the nine-month Project

.participation.

Teacher Factor: Teacher factor evidenced signifi-

cant influences on readiness scores and self-concept ratings

for both Groups I and II. A summary of multivariate F-Values

for teacher comparisons (Table 3) indicated differences were

highly significant (p(.0001).

{



TABLE .3

SUMMARY OF MULTIVARIATE F-VALUES FIR COMPARISONS
OF INDIVIDUAL PAIRS OF TEACHERS RASED ON

FOUR DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Teacher
Comparisons

Teacher Holding
Advantage

Multivariate
F- Val.ie

Grote I .

Teacher A Vs. 13 B 55.22 p 0001

Group II

Teacher C. Vs. D D 34.25- q. 0001

Tables 4 and.5 present comparisons of teachers

for Groups I and II.

TABLE 4

ADJUSTED MEAN SCORES AND STEPDOWN F-VALUES:
TEACHER A VS. 13 FOR GROUP I

Dependent
Variable Teacher A Teacher. R

Stepdown
F

TORE General Concepts 46.79 71.91 105.89*
TOBE Language 48.17 73.05 16.59*
TOBE Mathematics 47.57 67.53 3.08
Self-Concept Rating 4.39 3.21 35.53*

* pc.0001

Overall group difference was highly signi-
ficant (1.0001) in favor of Teacher R.

. Children under leachlq. B evidenced signi-
ficantly higher level of basic concepts and
mathematics skills than did those under Teacher
A. However, children under Teacher A received
higher ratings'in self-concept than did those
under Teacher B.
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TABLE S

ADJUSTED MEAN SCORES AND STEPDCWN F-VALUES:
TEACHER C VS. D FOR GRCUP IT

Dependent
Variable Teacher C

Stepdown
Teacher D F

TOBE General Concepts 59.07 60.00 0.21
TOBE Language 57.73 57.54 0.13
TORE Mathematics 60.03 54.35 R.00 **

Self-Concept Rating 3.11 4.37 19.90*

* 0/.0001
** p(.001

. Overall group difference was highly significant
(p<.0001).

Two out of four dependent variables contributed
significantly to the overall croup difference:
Children under Teacher. C evidenced higher level
of fundamental mathematical concepts. However,
children under Teacher D appeared to demonstrate
marked growth in their self-concept, based on
their teachers' perceptions.

To summarize briefly, it appears that the most

critical variable affecting children's performance was the

teacher's influence. Failure to have an objective systematic

data representing description of the.teaching process as

utilized within a given classroom represents a major short-

coming in this report.



3. Effects of Pre-Test Measures and aroroloplcal
Age on Achievement and Self-Concept.

This discussion will attempt to answer the following

questions: To what degree are the dependent and independent

variAbles correlated with one another? Which of the five inde-

pendent variables is the best pred:ctor of achievement and self-

concept at the end of the nine-mow:11 Project participation?

A significant degree of elationship was found to exist

between the dependent and independfmt variables: Multivariate

F = 5L97, p0001. A total of app:7oximately 18% of the variance

of the four dependent variables ww; found to be attributed to the

combined effects of the five indepemdent variables.

Analysis of the contribution of each of the five inde-

pendent variables indicated that only three variables have signi-
,

ficant effects (p ..0001) on the dependent variables.

The following key findings were noted:

. The three significant predictors of achieve-
ment and self-concept measures included the
pre-test measures on .General. Concepts,
Language, and Self-Concept.

. Pre-test scores on General Concepts and
Language subtests appear to be a significant
predictor.of scores to each of the four
dependent variables.

. Pre-Self-Concept ratings appear to be a
Significant predictor of scores on General
Concepts and post-Self-Concept Ratings.

To summarize briefly, an overall significant degree of

correlation exists between the four dependent and five independent

variables. However, only three out of the five independent vari-

ablel evidenced significant effects on the four dependent vari-
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able when their contribution was analyzed independently.

Them: variables included pre-teit scores on General Concepts,

Language, as well as pre-self-concept ratings.

4. Assessment of Sustained Value\of Project Participation

This discuSsion will attempt to answer the follow-

ing ouestions: What is the sustained value of Project parti-

cipation? Did Project participation show significant inter-

acticn effects with any of the operating programs?

Assessment of long-term values of Project participa-

tion was made by looking at the following projects:

Follow - Through. Project at kindergarten,

1, 2, 3, and 4th grades 'in transition'
classes and seven control schools.

. Reading Impact Project in 17 Title I
schools.

Findings were as follows:

Differences between children with and with-
out Child Development experiences were
generally non-significant.

In some comparisons which demonstrated signi-
ficant differences, no consistent trends were
noted. Children with or without preschool
experiences demonstrated higher performance
than the other, depending on the subtest.

a. Project Follow-Throughl

(1) Kindergarten Follow-Through

A,four-factorial multivariate anlaysis of

covariance design (Sex x Preschool Experience x

Teacher x School) served as the basic design:

1 1971-1972 Evaluation of Project Follow-Through
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-Sex
. Girl

Roy

Preschool Experience
. No Preschool Experience
. With Preschool Experience

School
. Control

Follow-Through

Teacher

A Control
.

C Follow-Through
D

The dependent variables consisted of

children's performance at the end of the school year

on the following subtests: Metropolitan Readiness.

Tests (MRT) Word Meaning, Listening, Matching, Alpha-

bet, Numbers, and Copying; Stanford Early School

Achievement Test (SESAT) Environment, Mathematics,

Letters and Sounds, and Aural Comprehension; Attend-

ance and Self-Concept Ratings. The independent

variables consisted of children's performance at the

beginning, of the school year on the following sub-

tests: Stanford Early School Achievement Test

(SESAT) Environment, Mathematics, Letters and Sounds,

and Aural Comprehension; Self-Concept Ratings and

Chronological Age.
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Table 6, indicated that differences between

children with and without Child Development experi-

ences were highly significant 01(.001), with the most

evident differences noted in MRT Word Meaning subtest

and Attendance.'

TABLE 6

ADJUSTED MEAN SCORES AND STEPDOWN F-VALMS: NO PRESCHOOL
VS. PRESCHOOL EXPERIENCE AT K1rDEPCARTEN*

Dependent Variable

-
No

Preschool Preschool

.

Stepdown
F

MRT Word Meaning 8.43 7.70 9.01**
MRT Listening 10.73 10.04 0.15
MRT Matching 8.76 10.00 0.25
MRT Alphabet 12.78 13.12 0.86
MRT Numbers 12.39 11.59 2.21
MRT Copying 6.20 .5.35 2.74
SESAT Environment 28.40 27.88 0.83
SESAT Mathematics 16.73 16.57 0.05
SESAT.Letters and Sounds 17.73 13:30 0.16
SESAT Aural Comprehension 17.18 16.58 0.40
Attendance 159.80 166.50 1 13.99**
Self-Concept Rating 3.53 3.22 1.13

* Multivariate F = 2.84, p(.001
** pc001

Two out of 12 dependent variables con-
tributed to the group difference: Children
with no preschool demonstrated higher verbal
concepts (MET Word Meaning) than did those
with preschool experience. However, children
with preschool showed higher attendance than
did those with no preschool experience.

1 Multivariate and Stepdown F-values were based on mean scores
adjusted for unequal number of cases and effects of five pre-test mea
sures (Stanford I subtests and self-concept rating).
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C2) First Grade Follow-Through

A five-factorial multivariate analysis of

Covariance cross-nested design (Sex x Economic

Statusx Preschool Experience x School x Teacher

Nested in School) served as the basic design:

Sex
Girl

Roy

Economic Status
Poor
Non-Poor

Preschool Experience
No Preschool Experience
With Preschool Experience

School
Control
Follow-Through

Teacher
A Control 1

. R

C Control 2
D

. G
Follow-Through

H

The dependent variables consisted of

children's performance at the end of the school year

on the following subtests: Stanford Primary I (Form

X) Paragraph Meaning, Vocabulary, Word Reading, and

Arithmetic; Self-Concept Rating and Attendance. The

independent variables consisted of the following meas-

ures: Metropolitan Readiness Tests Total Score; Self-

Concept Rating; Chronological Age and Mobility.
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Differences between children with and

without preschool experiences did not meet signifi-

cance.

(3) Second Grade Follow-Through

A five-factorial multivariate analysis of ,

covariance cross-nested design (Sex x Economic Status.

x Preschool Experience x School x Teacher Nested in

School) served as the basic design:

Sex
. Girl
. Roy.

Economic Status
. Non-Poor
. Poor

Preschool Experience
No Preschool Experience

, With Preschool Experience

School
Control

. Follow-Through

Teacher
. A

R Control

. C

E
Follow-Through

. F

. G

The dependent variables consisted of

children's performance At the end of the school year

on the following subtests: Stanford Primary II

(Form X) Paragraph Meaning, Word Meaning, Language,

Computation, and Concepts; Self-Concept Rating and
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Attendance. The independent variables consisted of

children's performance at the beginning of the school

year on the following measures: Stanford Primary I

(Form W) Paragraph Meaning, Word Reading, Vocabulary

and Computation; Self-Concept Rating; Chronological

Age; and Mobility.

Table 7 indicated that differences between

the two groups were highly significant (p.(11) with

the most evident difference noted in computational

skills.
1

(4) Third Grade Follow-Through

A five-factorial multivariate analysis of

covariance cross-nested design (Sex x Economic Status

x Preschool Experience.A. School x Teacher Nested in

School) served as the basi,c design:

Sex
Girl
Roy

Economic Status
Non-Poor
Poor

Preschool Experience
. No Preschool Experience
. With Preschool Experience

el...1.=11
1
Multivariate and Stepdown F-Values based on mean scores

adjusted for unequal number of cases and effects of pre-test measures.
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TABLE 7

ADJUSTED :MAN SCORES AND STEPDOWN F-VALUES: NO PRESCHOOL
1/3. PRESCHOOL EXPERIENCE AT SECOND GRADE*

Dependent Variable

1 No.

;Preschool .Preschool
Stepdown

F

Stanford II Paragraph Meaning.
Stanford II Word Meaning
Stanford II Language
Stanford II Computation
Stanford II Concepts
Self-Concept Rating
Attendance

j 18.84
1 13.16

26.37

19.74
I 13.32
1 3.41

I166.30

19.55
12.44
27.75
15.24

0.10
0.43
1.53

7.29 **

15.06 4:81***
3.29 3.88***.

168.00 0.60

* Multivariate F = 2.78, p<.01
** p(.01

*** P
Q.

. Overall group difference was highly
significant (p.01)

. However, three out of seven dependent
variables contributed significantly to
the overall group difference: Children

. with no preschool experience showed higher
level of basic computational shills and
higher self-concept than did children with
preschool-experiences. However, children
with preschool experience demonstrated
significantly higher level of basic math
concepts than did children with no pre-
schoOl experience..
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School
. Control
. Follow-Through

Teacher
. A
. B Control
. C

. D

.
Follow- Through

. F

. . G

The dependent variables consisted of

children's performance at the end of the school year

on the following subtests: Stanford Primary II (Form

W) Paragraph Meaning, Worl Meaning, Language, Compu-

tation, and Concepts; Self-Concept Rating; and

Attendance. The independent variables consisted of

the following measures: 'Metropolitan Readiness

Tests Total Score; PLR; Stanford Primary II (Form X)

Paragraph Meaning, Word Meaning, Language, Computa-

tion, and Concepts; Self-Concept Rating; Chronolo-

gical Age and Mobility.

However, Table 8 indicated that signifi-

cant interaction effects of economic status; pre-

sehOol experience and school factors were signifi-

cant (p(.01)..
1

1
Multivariate and Stepdown F-Values based on mean scores

adjusted for unequal number of cases and effects of pre-test measures.
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TABLE 8

ADJUSTED MEAN SCORES AND STEPDOWN F -VAWES FOR ECONOMIC
STATUS X PRESCHOOL X TREATMENT EXPERIENCES*

Control Follow-Through

Step-
down F

Non-Poor Poor Non-Poor Poor

Dependent Variable
No Pre-
school

Pre-
school

No Pre-
school

Pre-
school

No Pre-
:school

Pre-
school

No Pre-
school

Pre-

school

Stanford II Paragraph Meaning 31.93 27.89 28.98 28.69 , 24.97 26.77 24.10 25.50 0.82
Stanford II Word Meaning 16.40 15.81 16.86 14.59 18.16 16.94 17.15 17.20 2.26
Stanford II Language 38.10 32.14 31.33 31.49 : 31.78 35.68 30.98 29.51 6.32**
Stanford II Computation 33.26 31.24 31.16 28.08 26.28 26.68 22.77 24.93 0.49
Stanford II Concepts 20.56 18.23 19.65 19.64 ! 19.01 17.49 18.39 18.61 0.11
Self-Concept Rating 3.24 3.09 3.09 3.02 i 3.11 3.08 3.15 2.83 1.82
Attendance 157.40 173.80 166.30 168.50 '165.30 163.10 162.30 169.70 5.95**

Multivariate F = 2.62,.p(.01
** p(.91

. Overall group difference was highly
significant (p(.01).

. Two out of seven dependent variables
contributed to the overall significant
difference: Language and Attendance.
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(S) Fourth Grade 'In Transition'

A five-factorial multivariate analysis of

covariance cross-nested chsign (Sex x Economic Status

x Preschool Experience x 3chool x Teacher Nested in

School) served as the basic design:

Sex
. Girl
. Boy

Economic Status
. Non -Poor

. Poor

Preschool Experience
. No Preschool Experience
. With Preschool Experience

School (Treatment)
. Control School 1
. Control Schools 2A and B
. Follow-Through

Teacher

A Control School 1
. B

C Control Schools 2A and 2B
D

E Fourth Grade Transitional

The dependent variables consisted of

children's performance at the end of the school year

on the following subtests: Comprehensive Test of

Basic Skills (CTBS) Reading Comprehension, Vocabulary,

Computation, Concepts, and Application; Self-Concept

Rating; and Attendance. The independent variables

consisted of the following measures: Comprehensive

Test of Basic Skills (CTRS) Reading Comprehension,
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Vocabulary, Computation, Concepts, and Application;

Stanford Diagnostic Reading; Metropolitan Readiness

Tests Total Score; PLR; Sef-Concept Rating; Chrono-

logical Age; and Mobility.

Differences between children with and with-

out preschool experiences were not significant. How-

ever, significant interaction effects (p(.051 were

noted between preschool an,1 treatment experiences

(Table 9).1

TABLE 9

ADJUSTED MEAN SCORES AND STEPONN T-VALUES
FOR PRESCHOOL X TREATMENT EXP.RIENCES

IIIIIYO.,IY.IIINMIIIMIII.OIYMIM.
Control 2 I Follow-Through

Stepdown
F

No Pre- Pre
Dependent Variable ischool school.=...........r.... ?,:o Pre-.

school
Pre-

school

CTBS Reading Comprehension 390.00 379.70 398.10 386.40 0.02
CTBS Reading Vocabulary 359.90 367.30 363.70 360.10 0.99
CTBS Computation 390.20 392.90 382.50 370.80 1.34
CTBS Concepts 400.50 382.20 372.50 367.70 3.57
CTBS Applications 382.70 375.20 374.40 374.90 0.65
Self-Concept Rating 2.93 3.18 3.29 '3.30 0.36
Attendance 172.40 169.00 160.10 '172.90 9.16**

* Multivariate F = 2.39, KOS
** pc001

Overall group difference was highly
significant (p.,,,05).

. One out of seven dependent variables
contributed significantly to the overall
group difference.

1
Multivariate and Stepdown F- Values based on mean scores

adjusted for unequal number of cases -and effects of pre-tes't measures.
- -
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Pictorial illustration of the interaction effects )n

language skills indicated that the. influence of economic status .

and preschool experiences varied for Follow-Through and control

children (Figure 1 ).

FIGURE' 1

PROFILES OF INTERACTION EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC STATUS
X PRESCHOOL X TREATMENT ON LANGUAGE SUI3TEST

- Non-Poor
- - - Poor

Control

No No
Preschool Preschool Preschool Preschool

Non-Poor 38.10 32.14 31.78, 35.68
Poor 31.33 31.49 30.98 29.51

In Follow-Through clasSes, preschool experiences
appeared to have a positive impact on, language
performance of Non-Pocr.children. The reverse
was noted in the control school, where absence
of preschool experiences among Non-Poor children
tended to result .n higher language scores.

In both schools, i'oor children functioned at a
comparable level, regardless of_whether they
had preschool experience or not.
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b. ReadingIMpact Project

Differences1)etween children with and without

preschool experiences were not significant (Table 10).
1

TABLE 10

ADJUSTED MEAN SCORES AND STEPDOWN F-VALUE:
NO PRESCHOOL VS. PRESCHOOL*

No I With
Variable Preschool 'Preschool

Stepdown

Gates-MacGinitie

Vocabulary 51.88 52.17 0.45
Comprehension 52.11 52.93 0.05

Attendance 165.R0 169.40 3.61

* Multivariate F-Value = 1.37, p<.25

. Differences in basic reading skills
were not significant.

. Differences in attendance between
children with and without preschool
experiences in favor of those with
preschool experiences, almost met
level of significance (p(.01).

1
Multivariate and Stepdown F- Values based on mean scores

adjusted for unequal number of cases and effects of pre-test measures.
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A-1

MING 1965 CHILD DUELOPMENT CENTERS

Casc-Wooiland Trcmont

iii cl:s

A-2

1965-396.6 CHILD 1A1V;:tf...IT CENTERS

Anton CrOinn Mayi.tz:ra A. Trchind

Case-Wocnei ScirInton

Doan Trcv,:,nt

Washingt:6-; Irving

Houh :113)ow

Louis Patc,ur Wooldrike
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A -3

1966-1967 CHILD DPVELOPMiiNT UNTERS

Alfred A. Bcnesch
' Anton Gidina
Barkwifl.

Bolton
Charles H. L:-.1:c

Chesterield
Crispv.s Attucks
Doan
unhaL)

Longwc.od

Louis Pasteur
Margaret A. Ireland
Mary 1;. Martin
Mills
Mound
Mount Pleasant

Orchard
Mul L. Dunbar.
QI/incy

Rosedale
S :ranton

37.anard

5%ephen L. Howe

T.).emont

l'emont-Valley View
WitshimIton Irving
W:.1lian H. McCuffey

PJoodlfind

Wooldrido
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A-4

1967-196811D DEVELOPMENT -CENTERS

Alfred A. 1.1-..nas.e1 :

Anton CITIJfla

Barkwill

Bolton
Charles 1. Lalr.e.

Charles )rr

Charles '.-Chesnutt
Crispus 'vt.tucks

Daniel E., Morgan
Doan
Dunham
East Madison
Georr,e W.-Carver
.Glenville.

Hicks-Riverview
Hough
John Bur.coughs
John D, Rocefeller
Longwood
Louis Pasteur
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Margaret A. Ireland
Hary Martin
Mills
Mount Pleasant
(Tchard
Paul L. Dunbar
(Jiincy

Posedale
Scranton
Stanard
F,tephen E. Howe

Fterling
Treil,ont

rade .

Vashim,,ton Trvina
Willian H. McGuff,:y
Willow
Woodland
WooldridRe



A-5

1968-196D CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

Alfred A, Benesch
Anton.Grdi7la
Bolton
Charles H. Lake
Charles Oast
Chesterfeld
Crispus Attucks
Daniel E. Morgan
Doan
Dunham
East Paff.Son
George W. Carver
Glenville
Hicks-Riverview
Hough
John Buriongi:s
John C. Rockefeller
Kentuay
Longs

Louis Pasteur
Margaret A. Ireland
Marion.
MaryB. Martin
Mount Pleasant
111101 L. Dunbar

Quincy
Rosedale
Rutherford .B. Hayes

Scranton
Stanard
Stephen E, Howe
Sterling
Tremont
Wade Park
Wnshin,.!:ton Irving

Woodland
Wooldride



A-6

1b69-1970 CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

Alfre0 A. Beneseh.
Anton C;-din;;

Boltor
Boulevard
Charles O. Lake

Charlcs .

Chestc-rfield

Crispus Attucks
Daniel E. Morgan
Doan
Dunbar.

East radisc,n

George W.-Carver.
Ciddir.g.s

Glenville
Hicks
Hough
John lurr,,)u,:hs

..lohn D. Rocl:efeller

Lonmmod
T:ollis Pasteur

Margaret A.'Ire]and
Mary B; Mnrtin
Fount Pleasant
Nail L. Dunbar
Quincy
Posodalc
Suranton

Stephen E. Howe
Scerling
Tremont
Wade Iltrls

Washington Irving
William .U. McGuffey
Vondland
Woole,ride



A-7

1970 -1971 CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

Alfred A. Benesch
Anton Grdina
Bolton
Boulevard
Charles H. Lake
Charles Orr.
Charles W. Chesnutt
Crispus Attucks-
Daniel E. Morgan
Doan
Dunham
East Madison
George W. Carver
Giddings
Glenville
Hicks
Hough
John Burroughs
John D. Rockefeller
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Longwood
Louis Pasteur
1,argaret A. Ireland
ary B. Martin
Mount Pleasant
Paul. L. Dunbar
Quincy
Rosedale
Scranton
Stanard
Stephen E. Howe
Sterling
Tremont
Wade Park
Washington Irvinq
William H. McGuffey

* Woodland
Wooldridge



A-11

1971-B72 CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

Alfred A. Renesch
Anton GMina
Bolton
BUhrer
Captain A. Roth
Charles H. Lake
Charles Orr
Charles W. Chesnutt
Crispus Attucks
Daniel Morgan
Dike
Doan
Dunham
East Madison
George W. Carver
Giddings
Glenville
Hazeldell
Hicks
Hough
John Burroughs

John D. Rockefeller
John W. Raper
Joseph F. Landis
Longwood
Louis Pasteur
MargaTet A. Ireland
Mary B. Martin
Miles Standish
Mount Pleasant
Paul L. Dunbar.
Quincy
Rosedale
Stanard
Stephen E. Howe
Sterling\
Tremont
Wade Park
Washington Irving
William H. McGuffey
Wooldridge,
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APPENDIX n-1

TEST rtASMES UTILIaD IN TPIS EMUATIM STUDY

Te:;ts of i c E,-!riCnr.:.!S

'Iznpu:To

Dcals with basic concents vo':1:,ry, sentencn
stynotl.i[e.

ard ]otZcT. roconv:tio;':. 1 ccn ti prtPin-
irg to li:;tenir.!: '.Li) ls r.nd 1A.roci)1.iun of

ar.d iuhc.s use of "nOn:; o wor]s vhere the
dcrivcs their mer.nin7, from the zentext of th son-

tence.

14;:th?:-.ntcs
-----------

AFSC.7.SC2S chi Jci mz.stery of filn:la::ntal arithnctic
cOnce,-it!, r:11:: his to

bctween objects r.ndgentitativ::

Ct-Lcroi Concr2111:s

rues 1.ossly child' s cc zd familiarity
wilh conepts.

AEsossen child's (:zo-ly sci.:.,.70;ific observations and

the extent oy his e;:xcricnces with anims3s, humans,
plants, maci!irory, and otncir phnc:::Yena.

Social Studir,s

i.ssesses r4j1dt tdri of s)c41 croup, social
rslcs, cuIons, ruli.:51 of s;.:7c-zv, one, hzman

. Stanfovd Achievunent. Test

Taps child's knowlcde Of the imediate and social

(;iviTonit whic!1 is n!:,..ally f::,sollocd CI-0u his

onmediate surrotIndings.
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Maihulatics

Taf child's 1:noledp,e of 1);i c orithtical concepts
including conse.l.vz.lion of 11',:,'CYS, .51WICC, V3.11!;7.C,

viesurc;;Iont, zthd closr;iiieation.

Lei tes and ;:-;oi1.-;(1!:

T. zhild's n')i]iy
CP1, VILti tht . p:!Tception of bN:in-

nilr,! somds.

1.1): n 1 Lt-p-,.c4 5 on

TrIls child's.aMliIy to yecornize, to p%y attcntiOn,
t infer, raid ohtin wh.7A his

bco hoard.

Mcttro,lolit:T 'Nr;ts

1

1.101
r

..0 \ iV.

Me;.surcs the child '1. level of veibal concepts.

1,:;steninc,

Top!. the child's nbility to co:Jprchenci phrases raid

scntenees.

MatcThin;;

Measures the child's level of perceptual skills, e.g.
discrimination of word forms in beginning re:-!din.

Al )1) n1)E,t

Mez:sures the chii:os ribiitv tc .P::cognize aluhobets
which are verhally_specn.

Nulbers

Mcasures the child's stink of nurlhor concets, Inr,ber
kn)wledgo, sbil;ty to manirulate omit[ tive relation-
ships, recognition of, and ability to produce numi)er
sylhols.

Coving

Mclsures the child' usual perception and inotor con-
trt:11. called fhr in skilis like hnndwriting.
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Stanford'Priary I and II
. .-

Wcrd (I-IT)

Muasures -the ability of a runil to analyze n word with-7
out the aid- of a context.

rc...raf!n rc,rnin7 (T-II)

Yrovid-2,s a functional measn're oe the child's ability. to
ran.,ling,i1.1engthL from si:71ple

4..entenees to pe.i.re-1111:;. of Six .;,:nrenecs, t-,nd involving

levels of cotm7ilellsion from si.Anle recognition to
ma ill;; iniercnces.

Vocabulary (Ti

re:spros the child's Imewlede,c of synonyms, of sil ple

eefiritions and of rcadinr:.ssociatiens, higer level
cf ao,T7chension of conoWs.

Lrit11;1r!tie (I-IT)

Meti:sures the unde.i.standing of stnndard measure-
Lents, Ids abilityto do -simple co!IpMations and to
vnderstane the 1ang,nar.e of vile prol)ims.

Selc,.4cc.and-SocinliStudi'Js

Meauves the child'svcc:buIary in seienecand social
stUdies:tirea_independent of :iis reading

Lenune (T) )

..1.!oaures7.the'child 'Ancwled!..p o.r capitalization and

ptiAttur,tion,-, avid uf;agn of verb formsi pl.ortouns,

Pdvrb, adjectives, etc.
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DihECTI1 :!3 FOR AWITMSTERING TIE TEST (IF SELF CO:.:CIPT

070rr; 70 PLY A fAfl WITH ill: PIMURI.S AND Trr coma) PArn. sIT VERY :7,I LL!.
V )),!i I TELL YCiU '10 IHiS

Ffrd 1 1ST: r !,?, 7!:

TEE Cr.:Ct H-17. i y:rn :7! ,

.CULD EVI% i.1 :2.1 1 : IS OV, 1

A Poini: to c!ecn in tla-n.

LisTEr.

ml To Si.Y L!'0'1 OU T'!:!K I I2ING /.:11moc 7 IF Y I PK .71;
VW.1) IN .rY7! IF you

ALOUT SOn:CE Y'YJ :1.!T IN TF= oiht}(ri., 4

- Ll i..!r) I S;'.." IT ;.;:;.1::.

NO:! Ir ) SAY nY IS T;iE S:::..!JE"- hcv:
F se1cctin :xtic;:., of 'Llothi cnc It.)y or girl and
how unO.r his can and 01 ot.licA. Cailt!een muld mark th,:y
secchc;

re:.: IF. I S',Y rs A SFS.= '=" V3U0 YOU
AT T;'7N Ya! C:.!E(N"T Intr.: A

EVE? TPE% Y,!! LiU:R PICTEE OF YCLJ END IN
HAVE FRIEU:S HAU SISTETIS AT HC :I.

NOW WI A::: U.ADY TO I;2GIN -ME PAPER. LIST7R CAnEFULLY VOILE I SAY
17,E=ES, IF IT IS AF:3U7 YC:!, rA::E A THIS (X) f::1 TM'S (1)

Mal 1r AN V-LKNG Arr.IUT 0._ Or YOn FRIS SW'::;;E ICU

ENV, MW: A r!..! .:X LIEF THIS (X) OR (1) IN TEE SQ51F. TEE OUZR NCTC,E..

Hake sure all children have the red sheet face up, and say:

WICH CHILD LIKES TO RIM.' 4 BICYCLE?

(Teacher sht,uld help _ech child individually by r,king, "CO YOU LIKE TO RUE 6I-CYC!.1:"

and caking sure he r,*.:Ilks unter the correct picture.)
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!1;

1C C}!. nT 'AKE TO NT/De ls IT MU 0:! YOn
OLS VCq LIK: ::::±D? slIvuld help cch child, mlyinl sure all un'.%!rf.d
the nat.= of th::

Continue stetnts in t:1,2 ordcr ir uTil tL-y
tewr 1 17 (-

YOU, CI: JS T :T'S 7'1 i6Y%

ii' OF Yr.-:". A V%!::

.ELCB rcre uN.7T

Fci t: coif 1.;;; .

the 'tt:r 1.;)? "1Jrn Y zinf.!

iiipt ell prer 1.:13

."
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TEST QU'15.1:n?,

.
I Whii...11 child likes to spend D lot of Li1:1-.! close to the t...:aeher?

. _ _ . _ _ _ . .

t;reen 2. Which child does oc,t to t;Ilk very p.-luch?. _ _

While F

She:!t:

eriltrIr?

3. Which child likes to take ihing7. ho :;..2 to show hi's. ?

Which child likes to plLy best?

Which child very frirj'Itenr2d of beincj sculdorl?

Cr..v Shc C. W:lich child lo

/. 1.41,ich li:.e.:, to plzty /6 c

Which child so:...:.,Liires cric; wh:,n he is hurt?

Rnd c.hP 9. Which child likes the teach to han;i up his wolt?.

Elve 10. Wnich child ;:ts re7,1 Ind toecher stops a 0- hi57

11. Which child d3 the other LoYs and girls like to play .h?
_ .

Green Sr 1?. Which child like., to stay iXf.:2 from school play?

13. Which child awy 11 i&other child brei...ks his toy'

.Purp1P ch:-t: 14. Which child Les riot pl&y hi;; rplhcr &nd

, c;.,,. 1C. Which child do :,f. not t:Ilk "cry c odi

Crev 16. Which child 1.ftes to play easy gz-:n12s?

Sher ,t: 17. Which child likes to come to school?

Whitc 18. Which child lifts to be notica?
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APPENDIX B-2

OBSERVED MEAN SCORES FOR COVARTATES
AND. NDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Variable

No With
Preschool Preschool
(N=211) (N=72)

Covariate

Metropolitan Readiness 62.44 63.20

22221Ln!

Gates-MacGinitleVocabulary 51.78 52.26
Gates- MacGini.tie Comprehension 52.03 53.02
Attendance 165.80 169.50
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APPENDIX C-1

SUMMARY OP CHILD DEVELOPMENT TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
1971-1972

What do you think ere the*major prieritios of the Child Development Pro-
ject during the 1971-1972 school year (li5t two to three)?

The three most freqUently listed priorities were as follows:

Parent involVement.
Individualized instruction.

. Staff development.

2. Please give an example of a technique you have used to provide individualized
instruction to the children in your classroom.

TeChniqueslisted most frequently by teachers as ways. of providing indivi-
dualized'instruction included the following:

. Learning centers.
Use of auxiliary personnel to assist teachers.

. Creative use of games. .

3. Have you and the Kindergarten Enrichment teacher coordinated your instruc-
tional efforts during the 1971-1972 schqol.year?

50 Yes 47% No 3% No Response

Approximately one out of every two Child Development teacher respondentl:
indicated a coordination of instructional efforts with the Kindergarten
Enrichment teacher. Coordination between the Child Development and Kinder-
garten Enrichment teachers Was done in several wayS:

Exchange of information pertaining to children who,had been in Child
Development classes during informal rap sessions.

Class visitations.

. Sharing of ideas and equipment.

Field trips jointly scheduled.

The 15 respondents who responded 'No,' commented that factors such as

limited time,' as well as personal attitudes prevented efforts at
.

coordinated instruction.



4. Please check (/) the one component which needs stren7thening from the
following supportive service components:

22% Psychology
31% Social work
-- Medical-nursing
9% Dental-dental hygienist

28% Parent involvement
10% No response

The three components listed .most frequently were as follows:

. Social work.

. Parent involvement.
. Psychology.

Respondents' comments alluded to the following:

. Need for more staff in order to respond more immediately to call
for help.

More time to be allotted to interpretation of test information.

. Need for social workers to spend more time in the classroom.

5. The activities below represent on -going parent involvement activities.
Under the secondcolumn, p] ease indicate: with a Oeckmark (/).if these-
parent activities are on-going in your classreom.1

Under the. third column, please rank in order of frequency (5 as most frequent
if No Other activity is added on to the Iist, 6 as most frequent if Other
activity has been included, and 1 as lewIt frequent) the indicated parent
activities.

Under the fourth column, please rank in order of frequency (5.as most
.frequent if No.Otheractivity is added on to the list, 6 as most frequent
if Other activity hasheen included, and .1.as least frequent) the indicated .

parent activities.

Parent'Activity (/)
.-..

Frequency Preference i

Classroom visits
Parent conferences' .

Parent group meetings
Chaperones. to field trips 1

Parent advisory boards
Other i .

/

,
;

1 Question 5 appeared to he a vaguely-worded question based on teachers'
reactions. Approximately 40--45% of the 32 respondents gave responses to
these questions.
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The most freucnt parent activities in the classroom according to teachers
are listed in the following rank order:

. Parents' classroom visits.

. Parent conferences.

. Parent group meetings.

. Parents serving as chaperones on field trips.

. Parents in advisory beards.

6. Did you feel that parent involvement activities remain at the same level
throughout the year?

22% Yes 7.896. No

Approximately eight out of every ten respondents-indicated that parent
involvement activities did not remain at the same level throughout the
year. Majority of these-respondents indicated that parent, involvement
was at its peak between September and December.

7. Please indicate by a checkmark W) the most effective feature of the Child
Development Project:

69% Teacher assistant per classroom.
9% Parent involvement.
6% Additional instructional supplies.
3% In-service sessions.

Availability of psychological cervices.
- - Availability of social work services.
- - Availability of medical-dental services.
13% Availability of tutors.

Approximately seven out of every ten respondents indicated that the addi-
tion of a teacher assistant per classroom represented the.most effective.
feature of the Project.

8. Please indicate by a checkmark (I) the least effective feature of the Child
Development Project:

3% Teacher assistant per classroom.
19% Parent involvement.
9% Additional instructional supplies.
9% In-service sessions.
21% AVailability of psychological .services.
6% 'Availability of social work services.
6% Availability of medical- dental services.
6% Availability of'tuters.

21% No response.

Teacher respondents were varied in their opinions as to what constitutes
the least effective features. However, the two components listed to he
least effective by approximately two out of every ten respondents included:

. Parent involvement.
Availability of pSychological services.
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9. How would you strengthen it?

Suggestions for strengthening these components included the following:

. Hiring of more psychologists and more social workers.

. Clarification of job description of social workers.
More constructive in-service training for volunteers, tutors, etc.

10. Have you altered your teaching style this year?

91% Yes 9% No

Nine out of every ten respondents indicate! that their teaching style
has.been altered during the 1971-1972 school year.' These respondents
indicated that the implementation of learning centers as a way to provide
individualized instruction represented some change.

11. Please indicate the degree to which the Teacher Consultant has been helpful
to you as a Child Development Teacher.

35% Extremely helpful
44% Helpful.
9% Can't tell.

6% Not helpful
6% No response

ApproXimately eight out of every ten respondents indicated that the Project's
TeaCher-Consultant has been "Helpful" in varying degrees.

12. Please indicate the areas in which you would like to work with- a, Teacher
Consultant in the future.

The areas listed frequently by the teacher respondents were as follows:

. Implementation and use of learning centers.

. Assistance in the use of new techniques and new materials.
Assistance in lesson-planning.

. Assitance in teaching the above average and the below average.

13. Please indicate the workshops which were most helpful to you as a Child
Development teacher (list one to two) and why,

. The workshops listed most frequently to be very helpful were as follows:

Individualized learning workshops.
Music; (Ella Jenkins).



14. List one specific area which should be included in future in-service work-
shops:

The areas lited most frequently included:

. Conferences with parents - parent involvement efforts.

. Music

. Classroom materials and activities.

. Human relations.

15. How are you using your auxilliary help?

Respondents thdicated that the auxilliary help was utilized as follows:

. Tutor - worked with boys in small group activities.

. Teacher Assistant assists the teacher in all areas of instruction
but especially in small group instruction.

. Volunteer - works in all-areas.also including small-group activities,.
in special.centers,,as well as with art lessons:

16. Please indicate the degree of your satisfaction in regard to the training
of the following:

Teacher
Degree Assistant Tutor Volunteer

Extremely Satisfied 47% 38%. 22%

Moderately Satisfied 25% 22% 24%
Satisfied 9% 33% 38%
Not Satisfied 19% 9% 16%

. .

Approximately seven out of every ten respondents were "Moderately"
to "Extremely Satisfied". with the training.of the teacher assistant.

. Approximately six out of every ten respondents were "Moderately"
to "Extremely Satisfied" with the training of the tutor.

. Approximately five out of every ten respondents were "Moderately!'
to "Extremely Satisfied" in the training of the volunteers.

17. To what .degree have the-team meetings beer of help to you as a Child
Development-teacher?

31% Extremely Helpful
22% MOderately Helpful
41% Helpful
6% Not Helpful

Almost all respondents described the Team Meeting to he helpful to them.
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APPENDIX C-2

SUMMARY OF PARENTS' RESPONSES UN TOY LIBRARY CENTERS
GIDDINGS AND DIKE (N=42)

1. How many times have you visited the Child Development classroom this
year?

Parents' reported visits ranged from 1 to 30, with themedian. (average)
estimated at 9.

2. Hew many times have you visited the Toy Lilrary Center this year?

Parents' reported visits ranged from 1 to 30, with the average (median
estimated at 8.

3a. Have you borrowed anything from .the Toy Library Center?

Approximately.40 out .of 42 parent respondents, representing 9S% indi-
cated borrowing something from the Toy Library Centers.

3b. Did you find it useful? If yes, how?

All 40 respondents indicated they have found it useful in the following

ways:

. Reinforces child's learning of shapes, numbers, colors.

Helps child with 'naming' things.

. Helps child with coordination.

4. nat kind of materials would you like to sec included in this toy
library?

Parents indicated satisfaction with the present selection available now.
Suggestions were made about increasing the quantily of available mater-
ials.

S. Is it a good idea to have a Toy'Library Ccnter.attached to the Child
Development Center?

.
All 42 parents favored the Toy Library Cen;:er to-be-a good and useful
idea for parents.
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6. List one recommendation to improve next yea-:.'s.Toy Library Center.

The most frequent recommendation was to p.et more parents to come, so

they could tal..e-advantage of-this-service.


